Asymmetrical perception of motion smear in infantile nystagmus.
Normal observers perceive less motion smear if a target moves in the opposite direction of a smooth eye movement than if the target moves to produce the same retinal image speed in the same direction as the eye movement. This study investigated whether a similar asymmetrical attenuation of perceived motion smear occurs in observers with infantile nystagmus (IN). Observers (N=3) viewed a laser spot that moved for 100 or 125ms to the right or left at a speed between 5 and 60 degrees /s during the slow phase of jerk IN. After each trial, the observer adjusted the length of a bright line to match the extent of the perceived smear. Across observers, the average duration of perceived smear was 39 and 106ms, respectively, for relative motion of the laser spot in the opposite vs. the same direction as the IN slow phase. In one observer with periodic alternating nystagmus, the direction of spot motion that produced less perceived smear reversed with an alternation in the direction of the IN slow phase. The reduction of perceived motion smear for relative target motion in the opposite direction of IN slow phases is attributed to extra-retinal signals that accompany IN. As during normal eye movements, the reduction of perceived smear for this direction of relative motion should foster the perception of clarity in the stationary visual world.